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Voltgard® Storage Products are designed to provide electrical utilities, contractors, telecom 
companies, municipalities, first responders and industrial facilities with an easy and convenient 

transportation and stow-away device for various rubber insulating protection products.

STORAGE PRODUCTS

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Voltgard Glove and Sleeve Bags help prolong the life of rubber goods by protecting them from weather 
extremes, heat and other adverse conditions

The Voltgard Glove and Blanket Bags are manufactured using cotton canvas material to provide 
durability and feature snap buttons for easy opening/closure

Voltgard Glove and Sleeve Bags include a three-piece leather strap holder on the back of the canvas 
bags along with a quick release snap to deliver fast, convenient access to gloves and sleeves

Rugged Voltgard Blanket Bags and canisters help protect blankets from mechanical stress and the 
elements when not in use

Voltgard Blanket canisters are ideal for storage on trucks at various job sites in the field and can also be 
used for carrying many other kinds of tools, hoses and signs (when rolled up properly)

All Voltgard Blanket canisters are molded from bright orange polyethylene for high-visibility impact 
resistance

The Voltgard Super Blanket canister features an exclusive molded-in handle for portability

The Voltgard Blanket Bag includes a strong metal spring hook, which allows the bag to be clipped to 
almost anything
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VGB-12  Glove bag for 12-inch gloves
VGB-14  Glove bag for 14-inch gloves
VGB-16  Glove bag for 16-inch gloves
VGB-18  Glove bag for 18-inch gloves

GLOVE BAGS

VGB-12

VSB-31  Sleeve bag, 31-inch
VGB-31GS  Glove/sleeve combo bag, 31-inch

SLEEVE & COMBO BAGS

VGB-31GS

BLANKET STORAGE
VBB-2    Blanket storage bag, 1-2 blankets
VBC-36  Blanket canister, standard, 1-4 blankets
SBC-6    Super blanket canister with handle, 1-6 blankets

VBB-2 (front)
VBB-2 (back)

SBC-6


